
Collage Painting

Most collages are so much more than just a random 
collection of stuff. In fact, creating a collage is a great 
way to really put yourself and those things important 
to you into your art. Mary Beth Shaw does it, and here 

she shares with you a bit of herself.

Author Mary Beth Shaw does 
collaging like she does so 
many other things—with a 
strong emphasis on mixed 
media! Here she mixes 
personal symbols and 
antique photos with textured 
backgrounds and dramatic 
shadows to create a piece 
that is a standout. 

To learn more about or purchase 
Flavor for Mixed Media by Mary Beth 
Shaw click here.

www.CreateMixedMedia.com

Flavor for Mixed Media is published by North Light 
Books, an imprint of F+W Media, Inc.

http://www.mycraftivitystore.com/product/flavor-for-mixed-media/?r=cmmpdf032311Z6944
http://www.mycraftivitystore.com/product/flavor-for-mixed-media/?r=cmmpdf032411Z6944
http://fwmedia.com/GeneralMenu/


Collage Painting
I made my very first  

collage when I was four years old. 

My mom saved it and gave it to 

me several years ago. I made my 

second collage for a study group 

assignment in 2000. The group 

was called The Artist’s Way, obvi-

ously based on Julia Cameron’s 

book of the same title. Having 

been in corporate America for so 

many years, I was living under a 

rock and had never heard of the 

book. I signed up for the class 

by accident because of miscom-

munication with a friend of mine. 

Incredibly, I thought I was signing 

up for some sort of weekly arts-

and-crafts session. My friend quit 

after two weeks, but I persisted 

and even signed up for the follow-

ing session to study Vein of Gold.

My love for collage led me 

to study with a variety of teach-

ers, including Claudine. In 

2001, I developed my “Common 

Denominator” series, so named 

because I used unidentified pic-

tures that I found at flea markets 

and estate sales. I chose people 

from all walks of life and made up 

new stories about them. I came to 

believe it was my unspoken mis-

sion to celebrate the fact that peo-

ple are more alike than different. 

To this day, I love making vintage 

collages. Come join me!

�collage�items,��
two-�and�three-dimensional
MDF�panel
gel�medium
paintbrush
acrylic�paints
stamp�pad
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Ingredients 

(From Flavor for Mixed Media by Mary Beth Shaw, 2010; Courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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Put�a�thin�coat�of�Titanium�Buff�and�Titanium�
White�over�the�collage,�as�necessary,�to�
blend�the�background.

3

With�a�couple�of�background�pieces�down,��
I�start�piecing�additional�elements�together�
almost�like�a�puzzle.�Gather�elements�that�
you�like�and�think�about�how�they�can�work�
together.�Move�them�around�and�try�out�a�
variety�of�compositions.

2

Add�color�as�you�see�fit,�keeping�much��
of�it�sheer�so�you�can�still�see�your��
collage�papers.

4

Start�by�collaging�some�background�pieces�
onto�the�panel�using�gel�medium�both�under�
and�over�the�paper.

1

It�is�important�for�me�to�create�meaning�within�my�pieces.�Although�it�may�
appear�that�my�collage�elements�are�quite�“random,”�they�have�actually�been�
selected�with�care.�In�this�piece,�for�instance,�there�are�several�elements�that�are�
part�of�my�personal�symbolism.�As�you�make�more�and�more�work,�notice�items�
that�recur�in�your�pieces�and�see�if�you�can�discover�what�they�might�mean�to�
you.�Development�of�your�own�symbolic�language�will�add�strength�and�signifi-
cance�to�your�work.

Personal 
Symbols 

(From Flavor for Mixed Media by Mary Beth Shaw, 2010; Courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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I�like�to�add�some�shadowing�using�a�stamp�
pad.�I�often�outline�portions�of�the�collage�
papers�by�rubbing�the�pad�along�their�edges.

7

Stamping�imagery�is�a�good�way�to�tie��
the�whole�piece�together.�I�enjoy�stamps��
that�imply�texture�or�perhaps�a�random��
geometric�shape.�Rather�than�using�a�stamp�
pad,�I�paint�acrylic�on�the�stamp�so�it�blends�
with�my�painting.

6After�some�color�is�down,�I�often�add�more�
collage�papers�over�the�top,�which�will�keep�
their�original�color.�Dimensional�objects�can�
be�added�using�gel�medium�or�tacky�glue,�
depending�on�the�weight�of�the�objects.�Here�
I�have�added�a�piece�of�an�old�screen�door�
using�gel�medium�and�a�little�plastic�cowboy�
using�tacky�glue.�

5

Use�fabric;�make�your�subjects�three-dimensional;�
incorporate�moving�parts.�Draw�around�your�central�
image;�paint�out�the�background;�paint�in�a�new�
background;�paint�different�clothing�on�your�subject.�
There�are�so�many�variations�on�the�theme�of��
collage�that�the�sky�is�the�limit.�I�think�it�is�interest-
ing�to�use�the�same�picture�but�put�the�person�into�
different�backgrounds�and�create�new�personas.�
Another�fun�thing,�instead�of�using�just�the�photo,�
cut�around�the�subject�and�use�the�background.�You�
may�want�to�use�both�the�background�and�the�photo�
or�just�the�background,�allowing�the�edges�to�simply�
suggest�the�subject�matter.�

What’s
    in Your
Pantry?

(From Flavor for Mixed Media by Mary Beth Shaw, 2010; Courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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If you examine this piece as well as the one on the previous page, you will see they are done on somewhat 
of a grid composition too. Texture was added to this piece using carving as well as with the addition of  
buttons and scraps of fabric.
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